


Surf School
Learn to surf at Benone Beach with an 
award winning and internationally 
accredited Surf School whose years of 
surfing experience and professionalism 
ensures the best tuition, safety and 
enjoyment.

2014 gave us the opportunity to work 
alongside the National Trust and 
incorporate Portstewart Strand as a 
second location, so now we are able to 
offer you a choice to suit your needs and 
the great thing is that both are Blue 
Flagged beaches and are within the 
Binevenagh Area of Outstanding Natural 
Beauty (AONB).

· Ratio of 10 students to one surf instructor.
· All equipment provided is high quality.
· Provisions in place for those with 

additional needs.



Enjoy a combination of activities on this action packed 
day of Surfing, Surf Lifeguarding & Beach Challenges.
Create a bespoke package designed around your group

All equipment supplied.
Picnic and BBQs can also be organised on request

Day at the beach

The Long Line team grew up around the area of 
Benone Beach where we learnt to surf and appreciate 
the natural beauty of the area, so one of the things we 
wanted to achieve when opening Long Line was to 
include children from the local community to create 
their own surfing lifestyle, hence the creation of our 
Surf Club “Board Riders”

Board Riders

· After School programme for 4 weeks with one session a 
week. 

· All equipment supplied
· Transport can be organised
· Available to both Primary and Secondary
· In-School Assembly and Presentation Talks

1. Full day of surfing (Two Lessons)

2. Surfing and Surf Lifeguarding (Two Water Lessons)

3. Surfing and Beach Challenges (Wet and Dry Activities)



Water Trails
Flow with nature on a 
Stand-Up-Paddleboard (SUP) through an 
Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty 
(AONB) with our internationally 
accredited SUP School whose years of 
experience and professionalism ensures 
the best tuition, safety and enjoyment.

Beginner lessons start on the River Roe 
where you are taught the basic flat water 
skills and techniques to this new and fast 
growing sport that can be enjoyed at a 
leisurely pace giving you time to take in 
the scenes while hearing about the 
heritage of the local area from our 
knowledgeable instructors.

Flow with Nature



Once you have acquired all the necessary skills and 
gained confidence to venture further we have created a 
number of trails which flow on other waterways within 
the Binevenagh Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty 
that provide fantastic views of the Roe Estuary, Lough 
Foyle, Magilligan Point and underneath the iconic 
Mussenden Temple. These extended trails can be 
stand-alone adventures or designed as part of a 
bespoke package to include some of our other services.

Get the dri�

Flow down the River Roe as dusk approaches to 
experience the tranquillity of the surrounding 
countryside and on clear evenings admire the setting 
sun while waiting for the moon and stars to start to 
appear as a reflection on the surface of the water. 
Supplied with head torches you will be guided by our 
experienced instructors along the river with only the 
sound of nature following behind you. This is a special 
trail that can only be undertaken by those with 
previous SUP experience or after you have received a 
beginner SUP lesson.

Under the stars



Giant Adventures
Giant Adventures offers a new type of 
adrenaline activity to the Causeway Coast 
in association with Long Line.

Using our unique 5.5 metre long (yes 
that’s 18 feet long) Stand Up Paddle Board 
/ Surfboard we can take groups of up to 8 
people on one giant board to experience 
either open water surfing or an inland flat 
water adventure. 

Giant Adventures is a mobile service and 
can be used in a number of waterways and 
beaches along the Causeway Coast.

�pect the Un�pected



Our qualified instructors will be with you every step of 
the way to show you how to maximise this unique 
experience.

This uses the board as a Stand Up Paddleboard where 
everyone  can learn the skills of Stand Up Paddle 
boarding as well as the skills of how to do it together 
through teamwork and communication. Flat water can 
consist of a number of different locations from inland 
waterways to flat open water.

Flatwater

This takes the adventure to a completely different 
level where Giant Adventures becomes an adrenaline 
pumping activity and a unique experience. 

Our qualified coaches, who will be with you all the 
time, will instruct you in the skills needed to work as a 
team in order to crash out through the surging waves 
and ride them all the way back to shore. It does not get 
more exciting than this!
(Maximum of 6 people surfing)

Surfing



Nature
At Long Line we pride ourselves in 
offering our services within Binevenagh 
Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty and 
the fact that everything we do is in the 
great outdoors. 

So when we are not in the water we are in 
the forest. Let the group develop or 
improve their communication, team 
building and creativity skills while 
exploring nature and even task them to 
build their very own shelter in the woods.

No place like home



Confidence building is used throughout all Long Line 
Activities but in order to include everyone we have a 
variety of activities. Fun, simple and effective.

Surfers Against Sewage Beach Cleans.
Help look after our coastline and let us organise a 
beach clean for your group.

Together with nature

· All equipment for litter picking will be supplied.
· Educational and environmental talk to explain why we 

must look after our coastline.
· Public Liability Insurance included by Surfers Against 

Sewage.
· Press coverage can be supplied by Surfers Against 

Sewage and the local media to acknowledge your great 
contribution.

· Available for beaches all along the Causeway Coast.

· Capture the flag 
· Forest and beach art
· Sand sculpture classes
· Team building challenges

Seas for life



Residential
Provides for small or large group 
accommodation in a restored Victorian 
villa facing Downhill beach.

The Beach House has 9 bedrooms, each 
sleeping at least 4 people and 2 rooms that 
sleep up to 7 people. The dining room sits 
24+ and there is a well equipped 
self-catering kitchen. 

With residential trips the majority of 
water sports and beach activities will take 
place at Downhill Beach directly in front 
of the accommodation. This will save you 
time and money on transportation 
through the days of your stay.

Downhill Beach House



Downhill Beach House can be booked as a self catering 
residential but if you feel like after all that fun and 
exercise you don’t want to start cooking for a number of 
hungry people then let us make it easy for you and use 
our catering friends who can organise breakfast, lunch 
and dinner with a variety of options to make everyone 
happy. 

Single meals are also possible whether it is a packed 
lunch or an evening meal. If you really want to 
encourage the beach lifestyle we can even organise a 
Barbeque with all the trimmings.

After the day activities have finished and the 
surfboards have been packed away we can still be there 
to keep the party going with light evening 
entertainment. Following the surfing lifestyle we offer:

Work up an appetite

· Outdoor Movie Night with popcorn and drinks
· Camp fire with Marshmallows
· LED or Fire Hula Hoop display by Harlequin Hoop 

Dancers

Lets not stop at the Sun Set



SUP



Surf Lesson 

Day at the Beach
 
      Full day of surfing 
      (2 Lessons) 

      Surfing & Surf Lifeguarding
      (2 Water Lessons)

      Surfing and Beach Challenges 
      (Wet & Dry Activities)

SUP lesson 

Long Line Nature 

Giant Adventure 

Beach House per person per night

BBQ  - per person

Evening Entertainment
      
      Outdoor movie 

      
      Campfire & marshmallows

      Fire and LED hoop Display

Pricing
£20 £17.50

£5

£15

£12
FROM

£45

£35

£35

£30

£25

£15

£25

Prices  per person
Discounts available for larger groups and multi activity packages

Accommodation prices will vary depending time of year and size of group.
Transport prices will vary depending on location.
Please contact us for more details.



Plan of action!
Take sometime to look through our 
activities and package ideas.
Use this page to create a bespoke 
package to suit your group. 

Group Name:

Number in Group:            Age of Group:

Number of days with Long Line:         Residential: (please tick)     YES    NO

 

Activity 1:      Time:        00  :   00

Food: (please tick) Lunch          BBQ

Activity 2:      Time:        00  :   00    

Food: (please tick) Evening Meal            BBQ

Evening Entertainment:    

Time:        00  :   00    

Please note that all activities last 2½ hours



Adventure Ideas

£25

£45

£40

£84

Prices and Discounts will vary depending on group sizes and activities.
The Beach House Residential accommodation is self catering.
Food does not need to be added in order to keep costs down.

Half Day (per person) 

      
      Surf Lesson & BBQ 

Full Day (per person) 

      
      Surf Lesson, lunch and SUP Lesson
      
      SUP Lesson and Shelter building

1 Night Residential (per person based on group of 30) 

      Activities:
         2 Surf Lessons
         Surf Safety and Awareness
         
      Includes 3 meals 

Surfers Academy (per person  based on group of 10) 

      Activities:
         3 Surf Lessons
         Surf Safety and Awareness
         Board Clinic
         
      Includes 5 meals

      2 Nights Accommodation 

Lifestyle Taster (per person based on group of 6) 

      Activities:
         Surf Lesson
         SUP Lesson
         Giant Adventures
         Shelter Building
         Beach Clean
         
      1 Night Accommodation

£106

£99



Surf School

Water Trails

Giant Adventures

Nature

Residential


